Module 3 & 4
Module Review

Module 3
Research:

Piece of the puzzle – not conclusive
Researchers are conservative
Keep an open mind

A lot of info is a blown-up version of
researchers say

General Rules
•Only start them on one at a time
•Have them start a lower amount
than the maximum amount
suggested on the package and
take this for 3 days and then
work up to maximum dose.
•You may find with some people
do better at a lower dose and the
maximum is too much

General Rules
•Adding another supplement can
take place once you have them
stable on the first
•The goal is to make sure that,
should they have a reaction, you
know which supplement may be
the issue.

Client Type I – this first approach is for
clients who do not have extreme
issues or whose gut health issues are
not apparent despite having other
health issues
Client Type II – has extreme
gastrointestinal issue and may have a
diagnosis for a specific GIT condition
or major issue related to gut health

Definition of Minor Vs Major
A minor issue is something that with some intervention can generally
improve or be resolved. It may also be a symptom they are not aware until
they fill out the forms or they do not seem to have a symptom they should
have based on their history, diet or lifestyle choices: ie mild constipation,
loose stool, headaches, general aches and pains, high blood pressure

A major issue is something that is causing the client extreme discomfort or
the client has major health issues related to the GIT such as ulcer, gastritis,
multiple food sensitivities, colitis, Crohn’s disease, cancer (or treatment
for cancer) medications that effect the GIT, and/or conditions like autism,
Alzheimer’s, autoimmunity

1. Filling Out A Food Journal
•Do not bias the client

•Tell them you are planning to leave as
much of their normal diet as possible
so they need to fill it out accurately
•Do not tell them or telegraph anything
you may be thinking in any way – try
not to think anything
•Just let it flow as they see fit

2. Look at Basic Digestion
Start with the steps to good digestion:
1. See how they are chewing – this can
include putting them through a
chewing exercise

2. Check the amount of liquids with
meals – easier to do if they have
already filled out the food journal
3. Assess eating habits – where do
they eat and under what
circumstances – look for stress
component

•4. Assess the size of the meal or the
timing of meals
•5. Consider food combining or food
sequencing (www.drbass.com
•This is one place where you can
actively engage them in discussion

•Create exercises that help them
change their habits

Client Type II
Start with Steps to Good Digestion as
with Client Type I
Unlikely to see major improvement
Any supplement used must be chosen
carefully
Discuss with clients what they have
taken in the past as this may be a
guide

They need to get to a place where they
are on:

High-dose probiotic (ideally with a
prebiotic if tolerated)
Gut health supplement - will need
colostrum or collagen or formula
Multi vitamin/mineral with Bs
EFAs

Specialty nutrients for gut including
anti-microbial

◦ The question is how they get there.
◦ In some cases, the gut lining supplements
may be the first supplement recommended to
soothe and reduce inflammation or perhaps a
specialty nutrient
◦ Low dose probiotics to start unless they are
already on them or have been on them – then
try high dose to start.
◦ Do a food journal and make a decision with
the clients if foods are going to be removed –
an elimination diet can be considered for
more information

Proper Elimination/Provocation Diet
◦ Most common allergens: Wheat (gluten), dairy, soy, dairy, eggs, chocolate,
caffeine, citrus, tomatoes, nuts (most people know if they have a nut allergy
so if not present, then it doesn’t have to be eliminated on an elimination
diet).
◦ Also, may consider removing anything eaten daily
◦ Remove suspect foods for 2 weeks and
◦ Reintroduce one at a time every 72 hours.
◦ Eat once and observe any symptoms that may occur in the three day period.
◦ Do not eat the foods again until the re-entry phases is over

A Unique High Dose Probiotic
Used to be called VSL-3
Formulator have falling out with company and
moved the product to another company
New name: Visbiome
Most research will be found under the name
VSL-3
Company that made VSL-# tried to re-formulate
and continue but it did not work out
https://www.visbiome.com/pages/about-us

Identifying Strains
Difficult to identify specific strains as they often
have same genus and strains are highly similar
Accurate identifications of strains is critical to
research and creating supplements
Sequencing the full genetic code (genotyping) needs to be
done through genetic testing
Also, phenotyping (like genetic fingerprinting) provides the
understanding of what the strain does (ie: secretes lactic acid)
Current research is focusing on probiotics and antibiotics
concurrently for AAD and C. Diff

Supplements
Supplement manufacturers have to confirm that the strain they are using has been
tested (Health Canada, FDA, MHRA verification)
Other considerations for a product:
Does the function define it’s identity?
Will it survive the manufacturing process?
Does it make it to where it needs to be?
Does it do what it is supposed to do?
Measured as CFUs (colony-forming unit) - is a unit used to estimate the number of
viable bacteria
Look for research and materials from company for the answers

Making It More Complicated…
Supplement manufacturers all work on technology “to build a better
mouse trap” and want to protect proprietary information
This makes it difficult for practitioners and consumers to know what to
pick
Each company will tell you that their strains, their methods for delivery
and efficacy are the best
It is up to Health Canada, FDA, MHRA to verify manufacturing standards
Look for studies using the strains or studies of the companies product to
verify potential uses
Research may be using strains not yet in products

Supplements Brands
So many – each claiming theirs are the best

Just like food – there is no one right probiotics for
everyone
Different brands work differently on different people
What works for one client many not work for another
Here are a few companies and their products
to give you an idea of what is available

Special Nutrients For The Gut
Vitamins Minerals and The Gut
Strains Chart

Module 4
General Protocol For Foods - Same description for
client type I and type II
This is about getting probiotic and prebiotic foods

Prebiotic foods can be problematic for some
people
So this is where you have to be careful and go
slow
Some can’t do fermented foods – go slow with
these
Fermented Foods Part I and 2

New option for high does probiotics

Made using kefir grains plus
saccharomyces cerevirsiae
According to lab test 4 trillion per tbsp
Categorized as a food so within scope
https://www.theculturedcoconut.ca/

General Rules for Foods
Establish the main digestive issues the clients have and
determine if they have food sensitivities
This is necessary because you need to recommend
specific foods for gut health and there is no point
recommending foods they are sensitive to – if it is
minor do not worry about it
These foods will be something the clients has noticed
an issue with – Otherwise wait until other aspects of
the food protocol have been tried before pulling other
foods out
Key is to work foods into the diet that help gut health

Where You Want to Get the Client to Be
A normal healthy menu
balanced for carbs, protein and
fats
Two portions of fermented
foods a day (a portion would
be at least ¼ cup)
At least three different types of
fermented foods per week

Where You Want to Get the Client to Be
At least 4 known prebiotic
foods both types daily (both
types)
-1 glutamine-rich food (or
fermented glutamate foods)

-Butter for butyrate (if
tolerated) or sourdough for
SCFA

The Truth About Gluten
What is being said:

It only breaks down in smaller protein
molecules – gliadin and glutenin – not
single aminos
Gliadin can lock onto the CXCR3
receptor and trigger zonulin
Zonulin open the gap junctions and
partial molecules can enter the blood
stream triggering inflammation

Gluten
Some say we can’t digest it (some call
it a toxin) (some say it’s because it is a
hybrid)
It only breaks down into smaller
protein molecules – gliadin and
glutenin – not single aminos

Gliadin can lock onto the CXCR3
receptor and trigger zonulin
Zonulin open the gap junctions and
partial molecules can enter the blood
stream triggering inflammation

What’s Really Happening
But it appears they have jumped the gun

It’s true that we do not have the pancreatic
protease enzymes to digest gluten into single
aminos
Multiple strains of bacteria involved in the small
intestines to degrade it to gliadin
Which moves into the colon to be fully degraded
into single aminos
Nitrogen produced from this process seeds other
bacteria to degrade fiber/resistant starch to produce
SCFAs

Food Sensitivities & Intolerances
The key to gut health is going to be
food
Can the client evolve to eating
enough prebiotic and probiotic
food to grow their residential
bacteria, maintain it and see a
benefit for their health issues?
To do this the client needs as many
food options as possible

What Is a Food Sensitivity?
Depends who you ask

Many practitioners refer to IgG as
sensitivities
Many think food reactions are due to
lack of the ability to digest properly

– due to enzyme insufficiency, lack of
good bacteria, low HCl
Does not involve the blood stream

Is Intolerance Real?
Two studies contradict each other

59 people who identified themselves as gluten-sensitive were given a placebo
(rice starch) or a gluten pill in a cross over study
Subjects experienced gas, bloating and discomfort when consuming the gluten
pill
In another study 37 self-identified gluten sensitive people were given their food
every day and were fed either high gluten, low gluten or no gluten – they never
knew what they were eating – all other potential dietary triggers were removed
Subjects reported gas, bloating, and discomfort to the same degree no matter
what they ate

What Does This Mean?
We know that people are high suggestable

We also know that there are many players –
stomach acid, pancreatic enzymes, brush
border enzymes, beneficial bacteria all play
a role in how well we digest a given food
So it is important that we do not bias the
client by suggesting a particular food may
be an issue

It is not the food’s fault

Are Foods Inflammatory?
A meta-analysis review of 52 human studies looking at dairy for inflammation
found that dairy showed anti-inflammatory activity for everyone except those
who had been diagnosed a dairy allergy

What about wheat and gluten?
Studies are harder to do because researchers do not distinguish between
refined and whole wheat
Numerous whole grain studies have found that whole grain consumption lowers
inflammatory markers
One human study showed that whole grains lowered IL-6, improved gut bacteria
diversity include improved firmicute/bacteroidetes ratio and increased
bifidobacterium

GMOS - Glyphosate
A non-selective herbicide

Prevents plants from making specific amino
acids needed for the growth of the plant
It stops an enzyme pathway needed for this
process
This kills the plant
Also used for desiccation of some grains

Bacteria has the same pathway

GMO’s
Glyphosate has been linked to
lowering good bacteria at levels lower
than recommended for commercial
agriculture
On study found that glyphosate
affected 3 families - lactobacillus,
bifidobacterium and bascillus bacteria
but salmonella, and clostridium strains
were resistant

Shikimate Pathway
It is a 7 step metabolic pathway
that bacteria, fungi, and algae
use to biosynthesize amino acids

We do not have this pathway
(so we must get amino acids
from diet)
Bacteria does have a
shikimate pathway – not sure it is
the same

Mapping example

Fermenting, Grains, Legumes, Nuts
and Seeds
Adjust Specialty Diets
GAPS, FODMAPs and Keto
Prebiotics, Bone Broth and Glutamine
Client Gut Health Avatar Questionnaire

Food Checklist

